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My Father Drank
My Lover and
Other Stories
Ashok Banker

An eclectic collection of short stories
inspired by mythology, fantasy, sci-fi
and the paranormal.

978-93-86215-34-5 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Ashok Banker is the
internationally acclaimed
author of over sixty published
books which have sold over
three million copies in twentyone languages and sixty-one
countries. He has been credited
as the pioneer of Indian crime
fiction, science fiction, fantasy
and horror in English. His
hugely successful Ramayana
series launched the genre of
mythological retellings, now
India’s biggest selling publishing
category. As a journalist, he
broke front-page news for
Times of India, Outlook and
Week. As a screenwriter, he
created and wrote India’s first
TV series in English, A Mouthful
of Sky, and other highly
successful TV serials.
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A bag travels the universe looking for
evil, bigoted civilizations to consume.
The machinations of a dark and terrible
goddess lead to unexpected outcomes.
A girl child is married off in a technologically
advanced dystopic world steeped in
prejudice and intolerance. A desperate
mother tries to bring her children back to
nature from a digital existence.
In each of these stories and more, Ashok
Banker assaults the senses through shock
and awe. Exploring overarching themes of
love, feminism, equality and social justice,
these eleven refreshingly original works
of imagination are powerful, dark and
haunting.

Night of Happiness
Tabish Khair

Shortlisted for the Atta GalattaBengaluru Lit Fest Prize and the
Tata Lit Live! Book of the Year Award
Longlisted for the DSC Prize for
South Asian Literature
Pragmatic entrepreneur Anil Mehrotra has
set up his thriving business empire with
the help of his lieutenant, Ahmed, an older
man who is different in more ways than one.
Quiet and undemanding, Ahmed talks in
aphorisms, bothers no one, and always gets
the job done. But when one stormy night,
Mehrotra discovers an aspect to Ahmed that
defies all reason, he is forced to find out
more about his trusted aide.
As layers and layers of Ahmed’s history
are peeled off, Mehrotra finds himself
confronting some deeply unsettling
questions. Does Ahmed really have a wife?
Does he keep her imprisoned in their flat?
Is Ahmed deranged, or is he just making
desperate sense of the horrors that afflicted
him in the past?
By turns poetic, chilling and heartbreaking,
Night of Happiness is an unforgettable
novel set in a world without tolerance.

978-93-86215-63-5 / PB
Imprint: Picador India
INR 350
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Born and educated in Gaya,
a small town in Bihar, TABISH
KHAIR is the author of various
acclaimed works, including
the novels, The Bus Stopped,
Filming: A Love Story, The
Thing About Thugs, How
to Fight Islamist Terror from
the Missionary Position, and
Jihadi Jane (available as Just
Another Jihadi Jane outside
India), the poetry collections,
Where Parallel Lines Meet and
Man of Glass, and the studies,
Babu Fictions and The Gothic,
Postcolonialism and Otherness,
and The New Xenophobia.
Khair is currently an associate
professor at Aarhus University,
Denmark and a Leverhulme
guest professor
at the School of
English, Leeds
University, UK.
He has won the
All India Poetry
Prize.
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Rafina

K. Madavane; tr Blake Smith

Shandana Minhas

‘Under its multiple names – Benares,
Varanasi, Kashi – this town whose many
faces Madavane captures, continues to
burn and to be reborn’ ANANDA DEVI

Rafina looks at the glamorous girl on the
billboard outside her window in Karachi
and thinks, It won’t be long before I’m up
there. Too poor for college and dismissive
of marriage, the clear-eyed young woman
cajoles her mother’s friend and Radiance
beauty parlour masseuse, Rosie khala, into
taking her on as an apprentice. Thus begin
her brave misadventures – from clumsy
parlour assistant, to mostly dependable
tea girl, till in a stroke of serendipity, she is
‘discovered’.

‘Original, startling, magnificent’
HINDUSTAN TIMES

978-93-86215-45-1 / HB
Imprint: Picador India
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: All languages
except French

Born in Pondicherry,
K. Madavane went to school
at the Lycée Français de
Pondichéry. He received his
PhD from Jawaharlal Nehru
University, where he explored the
theme of death in the Theatre
of the Absurd. Madavane’s
plays include The Mahabharata
of Women, The Veritree or the
Falsity of the Gods, A Monologue
for a Woman on Stage, and
1947: The Man from Lahore,
which was shortlisted for The
Hindu Playwright Award in
2017.To Die in Benares was first
published in French as Mourir
à Bénarès in 2010 and is one
of his most
acclaimed
works.
Madavane
currently lives
in Delhi with
his wife.
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To Die in Benares

In seven grim, macabre and sometimes
darkly comic tales, Madavane traces
France’s forgotten colonial presence,
playfully reinterprets Hindu myths
and recounts the many ways to die in
postcolonial India. Recalling the pitiless
world of Maupassant and animated
by ghosts, gods and holy men, these
haunting stories offer a fresh perspective
on India’s past and present, its many
ironies and idiosyncrasies.

Poised to have everything she thought she
wanted, the only thing standing between
Rafina and that billboard are the people
who think she should still be using the
service entrance.

978-93-86215-38-3 / HB
Imprint: Picador India
INR 450
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Mourir à Bénarès was first published in
French in 2010 and received high acclaim
for its depiction of India’s
most fabled town and the many unusual
characters who populate it. Now available
in English for the first time, To Die in
Benares brings to a wide audience a rare
and irresistible literary voice.

Blake Smith is a historian of
Indo-French relations. He currently
works as a postdoctoral researcher
at the European University
Institute. In addition to his
scholarly
publications,
he also writes
regularly for
popular media in
North America
and India.

Shandana Minhas
is the award-winning
Pakistani author of the novels
Tunnel Vision, Survival Tips
for Lunatics
and Daddy’s Boy.
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By the Flowing River
Vivek Singh

‘The values shared in By the Flowing River
have the potential to change the destinies
of lost souls’ RAZA BEIG
‘[Vivek] takes you through the
uncertainties of life and guides you to
inner peace’ PUNEET AGGARWAL
‘. . . nothing is permanent, like water
in the river . . . When you let go of the
past, new opportunities surface and
fresh possibilities emerge’

978-93-86215-49-9 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 299
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Being one of the most sought-after
employees at the Eunited Bank, Siddharth
is confident that nobody can take away
his job. But it comes as a bolt from the
blue when he is fired from his position of a
portfolio manager. Directionless, Siddharth
leaves everything and goes on a journey
of self-realization and discovery that will
transform his life forever.
By the Flowing River is a story of bouncing
back from a sudden crisis and charting a
path for a new life.

Vivek singh is a seeker,
executive coach, traveller,
celebrity photographer and an
entrepreneur. He has lived and
worked in diverse conditions.
He has varied experiences from
working with NGOs at grass
root level to coaching senior
executives in MNCs. Along with
these he has also managed
political campaigns, examined
feature films and organized
fund raisers.
He is passionate about yoga
and meditation. His blogs
are available at:
www.vivekspeaks.com.
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In the Time
of the Others
Nadeem Zaman
East Pakistan. March 1971. Imtiaz Khan
arrives at his uncle’s house in Dhaka for
what he thinks will be a quick visit, only
to be held back when the Pakistan Army
makes a surprise attack on the University,
murdering students and professors in
cold blood. As the smell of sulphur and
gunpowder become a part of their lives,
young pro-independence fighters – the
Mukti Bahini – find a haven in the home of
Imtiaz’s uncle and aunt, Kamruzzaman and
Aisha Chowdhury, and they are swept up in
the tide of freedom that drives them all.
On the other side, Fazal Shaukat – a young
captain in the Pakistan Army with a family
name to live up to – finds that the war he
has signed up for isn’t going away anytime
soon. There are things bigger than him or
his family at stake, even as Pakistan finds
itself torn asunder, Jinnah’s dream turning
into a nightmare.

978-93-86215-42-0 / HB
Imprint: Picador India
INR 599
Territories: World except
North America
Language Rights: All languages

Set against the backdrop of a monumental
historical event, In the Time of the Others
is about what it means to live during
violent times. Fierce, searingly honest and
revealing, this powerful debut explores
how lives intersect during a time of war and
upheaval, and how violence changes all
that is human.
Nadeem Zaman was born
in Dhaka, Bangladesh and grew
up there and in Chicago.
He studied at the University
of Illinois at Chicago and the
University of Louisville.
His fiction
has appeared in
journals in the
United States,
Bangladesh,
India, and
Hong Kong. This
is his first novel.
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The Om Factor

A Woman’s Spiritual Guide
to Leadership
Alka Dhillon
‘Alka eloquently shares how to bring
spirituality in the business world’
DEEPAK CHOPRA
‘Read it, practice it, share it’
Agapi Stassinopoulos
‘A thorough guide to inner peace’
Dr Wayne W. Dyer

978-93-86215-39-0 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 350
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Working women today are caught in
a never-ending battle of seemingly
conflicting interests: ambitions to pursue
demanding careers, dedication towards
home and family, desire for intellectual
self-improvement, and yearning for
fulfilment of emotional and spiritual needs.
But acing the balancing act is easier said
than done.
In The OM Factor: A Woman’s Spiritual
Guide to Leadership, CEO and successful
entrepreneur Alka Dhillon creates a unique
programme to integrate the disparate
aspects of the lives of today’s women into
one harmonious whole.

Alka Dhillon is the founder
and Chief Executive Officer
of Technalink Inc., one of the
leading technology companies
in the Washington Metropolitan
area. She is also committed to
empowering youth to explore
entrepreneurship and careers in
science and technology. Dhillon
has won numerous awards,
including the 2012 BRAVA!
Women Business Achievement
Award presented by SmartCEO,
Top 100 Women Leaders in
STEM and the Abe Venable
Legacy Award for Lifetime
Achievement presented by the
U. S. Department of Commerce’s
Minority Business Agency (MBDA).
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A thorough guide to inner peace, the
programme recommends seven key
character traits that can be cultivated for
personal success and well-being. Through
meditation, chants, yoga and the healing
power of gemstones, the book provides
hands-on tools to help readers overcome
negative emotions like stress, feelings of
inadequacy, anxiety, anger and insecurity.
Easy to incorporate into a busy lifestyle,
the book is designed to quickly deliver
effective results in emotionally challenging
situations.

The Ferment

Youth Unrest in India
Nikhila Henry
‘For anyone interested in modern India,
this is a must read‘ JOSY JOSEPH
‘From JNU to Jadavpur, anti-national
movement spreads!’ Zee News
‘Activism or anti-nationalism?’ Times Now
‘Dalit students on warpath after Vemula
suicide’ FirstPost
‘Kashmir University students protest anti–
free speech circular’ Quint
These are but tiny samples of headlines
that have become commonplace in India
in the recent years. What is it about the
present moment in the life of our nation
that has stirred so many thousands of
young citizens into political action?
And what is it about the nature of their
protests that is threatening enough for the
establishment to brand it ‘anti-national’?
The wave of youth protests, agitations,
and marches that gripped India in the last
few years were not, Nikhila Henry argues,
sporadic, isolated, or piecemeal. Rather,
they were an organized effort against
a fractured, unforgiving, and deeply
discriminatory society. The participants,
despite differences, often found
convergence and empathy for each other,
and fought larger battles: battles of the
Dalit, of the Adivasi, of the Kashmiri, of the
Women, of the Muslim.
In so doing, it was not simply entrenched
discrimination they highlighted. In so
doing, they questioned fundamental ideas
of public morality and the very essence that
makes us a united nation.

978-93-86215-43-7 / HB
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Nikhila Henry is a Special
Correspondent with Hindu
in Hyderabad, reporting on
education, student politics,
civic administration and social
welfare. An alumnus of the
International Visitor Leadership
Programme on Investigative
Journalism of the United
States’ State Department,
Nikhila worked as a Principal
Correspondent for Times of
India in Hyderabad for eight
years, covering education,
youth agitations, gender
struggles and politics. She also
compiled and edited Rohith
Vemula’s
online diary,
Caste is Not
a Rumour.
The Ferment
is her first
book.
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The Jobs Crisis
in India
Raghavan Jagannathan
‘A manual’ Bibek Debroy

978-93-86215-44-4 / HB
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Raghavan Jagannathan is
a senior business and political
journalist with over fortytwo years of experience. He
has served in senior editorial
positions in many print
publications, including Business
Standard, Business World,
Business Today, India Today,
Financial Express, Forbes India,
Indian Management, and DNA,
as well as online publications
such as MyIris, FirstPost, and
MoneyControl. He is currently
Editorial
Director of
Swarajya
magazine.
His twitter
handle is
@TheJaggi
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Feisty at Fifty

How I stay Fabulous
at Fifty-Plus
Sudha Menon

‘Timely and well-argued’ T. N. Ninan

‘Candid, fun … an upbeat take on hitting
the big five-oh’ SHOBHAA DÉ

‘Jaggi masterfully analyses the jobs crisis’
T. V. Mohandas Pai

‘A book all women … and all men must
read’ MAHABANOO MODY-KOTWAL

‘This easy-to-read book is a must-read for
all interested in India’s future’
Sanjay Anandaram

‘A glorious no-holds-barred journey of a
woman in her fifties’ KIRAN MANRAL

The Jobs Crisis in India presents us with
insights, explanations, and possible
solutions to the aggravating jobs
crisis in India. Raghavan Jagannathan
comprehensively and skillfully explains the
various micro and macro factors that impact
the overall job scenario, including the rise
of the ‘gig’ economy, the use of robots,
new technologies and artificial intelligence
(AI) that displace human labour on the
shop floor and in the services sector, and
the economic uncertainties that lie ahead.
Archaic labour laws designed to protect
employees from exploitative employers are
not helping matters at a time when capital
is cheaper than ever. The world of longterm and predictable jobs and careers is
shrinking. The only people who will benefit
in this scenario are those who are willing to
constantly upskill, relearn, and relocate to
improve their job and income prospects.
The world is getting older demographically,
and older people always find the speed of
change difficult to cope with; India, with
its younger population, can do better, but
government and business have not got
their act together yet.

If you ever thought that women in their
fifties must lead dull, boring lives, Sudha
Menon is here to bust your myths and
show you that life indeed begins at fifty.
Join this wise and witty fifty-something in
pursuing middle-aged sexiness, nailing the
work-life balance, taking on the FOMO,
celebrating mid-life discoveries and
generally feeling great about ourselves.

978-93-86215-50-5 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 350
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: All languages

Hilarious yet poignant, Feisty at Fifty is
both a moving personal story and the
ultimate guide to making the fifties the
most fabulous decade of your life yet.

Recently turned fifty herself,
Sudha Menon is the
author of Legacy: Letters
from Eminent Parents to
Their Daughters, Gifted:
Inspiring Stories of People with
Disabilities, Leading Ladies:
Women Who Inspire India,
and more
recently Devi,
Diva or
She-Devil: The
Smart Career
Woman’s
Survival Guide.
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The LIC Story

Sanjay Pinto

Kamalji Sahay

‘Sanjay’s work has had a significant impact
and has been widely respected’
DR PRANNOY ROY

‘Kamalji Sahay has eloquently brought out
how . . . the LIC has retained its dominant
presence in India for decades’ H. K. DUA

‘A journalist must be passionate, humane
and truthful. Sanjay is blessed with all the
three key qualities that mark out a good
journalist’ RAJDEEP SARDESAI

‘This book is a must-read for anyone
managing a public-sector enterprise’
D. K. MEHROTRA

Anecdotes from
the Life of a Journalist

978-93-86215-59-8 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 350
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Sanjay Pinto is a former
Bureau Chief and Resident
Editor of NDTV 24X7 and the
former Executive Editor of NDTV
Hindu. Now an Advocate at the
Madras High Court, he writes
columns and appears on prime
time debates on national news
channels.
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My NDTV Days

‘I have known Sanjay as someone who was
happier sleeves rolled up reporting the
big story first before anyone else got to it’
ARNAB GOSWAMI
‘Sanjay is a terrific, passionate journalist,
who made a mark for a body of work that
moved effortlessly between hard-hitting
reports to the cultural landscape of Tamil
Nadu’ SREENIVASAN JAIN
The life of a television journalist can often
be described as full of thrills and the
rush of providing ‘breaking news’ can
be inimitable. Throwing a contentious
question to the then Prime Minister Atal
Bihari Vajpayee on his visit to Chennai,
escorting an NDTV colleague who had just
survived an LTTE attack in Colombo, out of
the Chennai Airport, edgy encounters with
Boris Becker or humorous ones with Rahul
Dravid or Vishwananthan Anand, My NDTV
Days presents engaging details of the art of
chasing news. At the core of Sanjay Pinto’s
remarkable recounting of these interesting
incidents, the life of a 24X7 journalist
comes to the fore with all the unpredictable
aspects of the profession.

Making of India’s
Best-Known Brand

What does LIC stand for? Is it a security
provider or a common man’s savings
mobilizer? A mere money lender or a
nation builder? Is it like any other PSU – an
employment generator – or has it grown
into the way of life of almost every Indian?
LIC is all of these rolled into one!
The book, The LIC Story: Making of India’s
Best-known Brand, is an account of this
extra ordinary organization through the
eyes of Kamalji Sahay who joined LIC as a
young professional in 1977 and saw it sail
through choppy waters for three decades
when he served as their Executive Director.
This book covers the details of the most
significant events, people and operational
dynamics which the author experienced
across the remotest offices or even at the
headquarters of LIC.
Full of interesting anecdotes, The LIC
Story takes us on a fascinating ride into
this mighty organization from an insider’s
perspective.		

978-93-86215-48-2 / HB
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Kamalji Sahay is a renowned
business leader in the life
insurance industry. He has been
the founder Managing Director
and CEO of Star Union Dai-ichi
Life Insurance, a Joint Venture
of Bank of India, Union Bank of
India and Dai-ichi Life of Japan.
He is also an author, a prolific
speaker and leading columnist
with Financial Express. His views
are published monthly in the
column ‘Embedded Value’,
Financial Express. His first book,
Contemporary Essays on Life
Insurance, was published in 2014.
He served the Life Insurance
Corporation of India for more
than thirty years. Sahay’s views
on life insurance industry in India
are widely read
and followed
by a number of
policymakers
and
professionals
in the area.
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Being Reshma

Forthcoming / non-fiction

Reshma
Qureshi
with TANIA SINGH

‘A wonderful triumph
of the human spirit’
SIR RICHARD
BRANSON
‘Inspirational …
a must-read’
S AC H I N
TENDULKAR
‘Compelling’

Reshma Qureshi

SHASHI
THAROOR

Being Reshma
The Extraordinary Story
of an Acid-Attack Survivor
Who Took the World by Storm
978-93-86215-52-9 / HB
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages
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On 19 May 2014,
as seventeen-year-old
Reshma Qureshi
left home for the
examination centre,
everything
happened in
a flash. The
men rushed
towards her.
Grabbed her.
Tugged at her
hair. Poured
acid on her face.
Soon she started
to burn like a
living corpse.
The acid ate
through her skin
and aimed for her
bones, but it could not
quell the fire in her heart.
Rising from tragedy
and suffering, Reshma soon
made global headlines by becoming
the first acid-attack survivor to
walk the runway at the New York Fashion Week.
Now an international anti-acid-sale activist,
vlogger, model, and the face of Make Love
Not Scars, Reshma works tirelessly towards
empowering other acid-attack survivors like
herself and has become a beacon of hope
for millions.
Inspiring and life-affirming, Being Reshma is the
extraordinary story of this young girl fromthe
slums of Mumbai, who overcame insurmountable
odds in an unjust world and dared to change it.

‘Reshma’s story of suffering
and survival is also a wonderful
triumph of the human spirit,
highlighting this young woman’s
remarkable determination to
turn tragedy and despair into a
powerful movement for change’
SIR RICHARD BRANSON
‘A wake-up call to fix the
abysmal state of medical
care in India, and the deeply
entrenched insensitivity,
of hospitals, and even of
celebrated doctors’
KAVITA KRISHNAN
‘A powerful memoir. Tragic,
haunting and inspiring’
KESHAV SURI
‘Reshma Qureshi’s strength and
determination to reclaim her life,
and, in doing so, to become a
global beacon of hope is truly
inspirational’ JOHN SWINNEY
‘Reshma’s story is a must-read
for everyone … There is much to
learn from her inspirational life’
SACHIN TENDULKAR
‘Being Reshma is a powerful
story of courage, perseverance
and triumph … A significant
achievement and a compelling
read’ SHASHI THAROOR

Reshma Qureshi is an Indian
model, vlogger, and anti-acid-sale
activist. She is the face of Make
Love Not Scars, an NGO that
works towards rehabilitating and
empowering acid-attack survivors.
Tania Singh is the CEO of
Make Love Not Scars. She lives in
New Delhi.
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Goals of Glory

The Amazing Story of
Aizawl Football Club
and its Coach
Neel Sinha
‘This is a really commendable work’
P. T. USHA
‘Goals of Glory relives this most romantic
story out of Indian football, from the club’s
roots to its triumph on a mad night in
Shillong’ Sharda Ugra

978-93-86215-36-9 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

An inspirational account of the triumph
of Aizawl Football Club from being
relegated to becoming champions of
the I-League in 2017.
In 2016, Aizawl Football Club was
relegated to the second division of
I-League and the coach of Mumbai
Football Club, Khalid Jamil, was sacked.
They joined forces and became champions
of the league in 2017! This is one of the
most fascinating turnaround stories in
Indian sports. How did the underdogs
achieve such an amazing feat?
In Goals of Glory, Neel Sinha tells us not
just about this wonderful victory but also
traces the evolution of the ‘beautiful game’
and its support base in Mizoram in the
past four decades. The book explores the
interesting coincidences which brought
together the winning combination
and leaves us with an inspiring story of
determination, passion and grit which
conquered all odds.

Neel Sinha has lived and played
his football in Aizawl in the late
1990s. Now a Data Scientist
based in Dubai, he retains his
passion for football and Mizoram.
A fitness athlete himself, Neel
regularly writes blogs about
sports in India.
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Mastering Sleep

The Science of Sleeping Well
Swami Subramaniam
‘So many of us struggle with sleep. In this
timely book, Swami Subramaniam provides
an informative and engaging look at the
subject’ Sridhar Tirumalai
Sleep is the ultimate mystery, and
mastery of sleep is the holy grail
of health.
In the inky blackness of a moonless night,
two ships collide off the Coromandel Coast,
spilling 280 tonnes of oil.
A drowsy truck driver veers off a highway
and crashes into oncoming traffic.
The night-shift operators at a nuclear power
plant trigger a meltdown after responding
inappropriately to a fire alarm.

978-93-86215-58-1 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

A single factor lies behind these accidents
– sleep deprivation! Apart from leading to
accidents and disasters, it also drives the
spiralling growth of obesity, diabetes, high
blood pressure, heart disease and dementia.
Despite these serious consequences of
sleep deprivation, most of us do not get
enough sleep.
In an engaging and accessible format,
Swami Subramaniam deftly navigates the
thickets of neuroscience and medicine to
uncover the mysteries of sleep – why we
sleep; what happens when we do not;
and how we should use sleep as a tool to
improve our health and performance.
Serious, informative and entertaining,
this book will help you take charge of
your sleep.

Swami Subramaniam is a
physician, pharmacologist, and
neuroscientist. After completing
doctoral work at the University
of Pennsylvania, he was a visiting
scientist at the National Institutes
of Health, USA. His research
on brain chemistry related to
learning and memory, as well
as on conditions like stroke and
epilepsy, has been published
in leading pharmacology and
neuroscience journals. After
several decades as a senior
pharmaceutical R&D executive,
he has redirected his interests
towards understanding and
using lifestyle interventions to
improve health.
19
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Tamil Characters

Personalities, Politics,
Culture
A. R. Venkatachalapathy
‘First-of-its-kind work’
GOPALKRISHNA GANDHI
‘Venkatachalapathy is India’s most critical,
contemporary Tamil voice’ T. M. KRISHNA
‘This book is the perfect introduction to
the oeuvre and ideas of an outstanding
historian and public intellectual of our
times’ SRINATH RAGHAVAN

978-93-86215-60-4 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages
except Tamil

A. R. Venkatachalapathy
is a professor at the Madras
Institute of Development Studies,
Chennai. He has published
widely on the social, cultural, and
intellectual history of colonial
Tamilnadu. Apart from his writings
in English he has written and
published extensively in Tamil.
Over the last few years he has
been writing in the popular
media. He was awarded the
V. K. R. V. Rao Prize for History in
2007. Presently he is working on a
biography of Periyar.
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Tamilnadu’s politics and culture befuddle
outside observers. Ruled for half a century
by two regional parties – DMK and
AIADMK – its politics has been marked by
language pride, non-Brahmin movement,
caste-based reservation, regionalism,
welfare populism, and cinema. Despite
the negative coverage it tends to get from
outside, Tamilnadu is a developed state
scoring high on all human development
indicators.
In Tamil Characters, noted historian
A. R. Venkatachalapathy provides a ringside
view of contemporary Tamilnadu beginning
with an assessment of political figures
such as Periyar and Anna, Karunanidhi
and Jayalalithaa, and significant poets,
writers and thinkers including Subramania
Bharati and Iyotheethos Pandithar. The final
section discusses contentious issues such
as language politics, prohibition, jallikattu
and Dalit rights.

Jadoowallahs,
Jugglers and Jinns
A Magical History
of India
John Zubrzycki
‘A book of marvels’ WILLIAM DALRYMPLE
‘Exceptionally well-crafted and brilliantly
told’ SHASHI THAROOR
‘Amazing, brilliant and incredibly erudite’
LEE SIEGEL
India’s association with magic goes back
thousands of years – from the seals of
Mohenjodaro that depicted sorcerers and
yogis, to the jugglers and acrobats that
dazzled spectators at the courts of Hindu
maharajas and Mughal emperors. Tales
were told of ropes being thrown up in
the air, strong enough for a boy to climb;
of fakirs being buried alive for months
and brought back to life; and of sanperas
charming deadly cobras with their flutes.
In the early nineteenth century, touring
Indian magicians mesmerized audiences
abroad, prompting generations of Western
illusionists to emulate them.
Jadoowallahs, Jugglers and Jinns: A
Magical History of India tells the story of
how Indian magic descended from the
domain of the gods to become part of
daily ritual and popular entertainment, and
its transformation from the street to the
stage culminating with the rise of the great
P. C. Sorcar Sr.
Drawing on ancient religious texts, colonial
records, newspaper reports, journals and
memoirs of Western and Indian magicians,
John Zubrzycki offers us a vibrant narrative
on Indian magic from ancient times to the
present day.

978-93-86215-35-2 / HB
Imprint: Picador India
INR 699
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

John Zubrzycki is a
Sydney-based author. He has a
degree in South Asian history
and Hindi from the Australian
National University and has
worked in India as a foreign
correspondent, diplomat and
tour guide. His first book, The
Last Nizam:
An Indian
Prince in the
Australian
Outback, is a
bestseller in
India.
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frontlist / POETRY

Once Upon a Time
in India

‘Blistering and unapologetic’
Akhil Katyal, Scroll

Edited by Nita Berry, Deepa Agarwal

100 Poems are Not Enough showcases
the existing and emerging trends in
poetry. Written by 79 distinguished Indian
and international poets, including the
award-winning writers Easterine Kire from
Nagaland and Abubakar Adam Ibrahim
from Nigeria, also some of the upcoming–
notable poets like Maria Pomsaharova
from Slovakia, Nadia Krøjgaard Eriksen
from Denmark, Nicole Nies from Germany
and Louise Kowitch from the USA among
others, no two poems are alike. They
narrate a range of experiences like the
discrimination of Dalits, gender issues,
betrayal and longing in love, the pain of
losing a loved one, the horrors of war,
nature, dreams and many others.
Co-published with Walking BookFairs,
this book is a fascinating anthology of
poems of diverse emotions, contexts and
traditions.

An Anthology of Folk Tales

A collection of fascinating folk tales from
India. These tales are an integral part of the
country’s culture, having evolved over long
centuries, perpetuated through the oral
tradition of story-telling. They contain the
practical wisdom of the simple village rustic
as well as universal values handed down by
thinkers and sages in ancient India. Retold
several times over, they reflect the lives and
philosophies of the different regions of a
culturally rich and diverse land.
Meet a faithless prince with ‘pins and
needles’, a shepherd boy who plays
magical melodies but is devoured by a
wolf, a lovely forest nymph who languishes
in a castle, a sly jackal who is outwitted by
a bird, a prince who marries a donkey and
yet manages to live happily thereafter …
Each tale in this collection is a sparkling
gem, specially handpicked for today’s
reader from the exotic treasure chest of
Indian folk tales.

978-93-86215-57-4 / HB
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 750
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Children’s Books / SHORT STORIES

978-93-86215-40-6 / PB
Imprint: Pan
INR 299
Territories: World
Language Rights: English

100 Poems
Are Not Enough

The Association of Writers and Illustrators
for Children (AWIC), in collaboration with
the Indian Council for Cultural Relations
(ICCR), presents to readers a uniquely
colourful collage of stories from all corners
of India, retold by popular authors and
illustrated by well-known illustrators.
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Forthcoming / fiction

Tiger Woman
Sirsho Bandopadhyay, tr. Arunava Sinha
Jan 2019

April 2019

978-93-86215-68-0 / PB
Imprint: Picador India
Fiction / Historical Fiction / Translation
INR 399 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: English

Imprint: Pan
Fiction / Crime
INR 399 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

The Legacy of Nothing
Manoj Pandey

Lesser Lives?

Jan 2019

Nitin Sinha & Prabhat Kumar (eds)

Stories of Domestic Servants

978-93-86215-62-8 / PB
Imprint: Pan
Fiction / Modern and Contemporary /
Short Stories
INR 350 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

May 2019

Prodigal
Irshad Abdul Kadir

Tejaswini & Shabnam
Kunal Basu

Feb 2019

Imprint: Picador India
Fiction / Literary Fiction
INR 399 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: English

26

Ritual
Uttaran Dasgupta

Imprint: Pan
Fiction / Stories / Anthology
INR 399
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

July 2019

Imprint: Picador India
Fiction / Literary Fiction
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

27

Forthcoming / non-fiction

The Hindu Way

No Ball

Samarpan

Chandramohan Puppala

Freedom to Oneness
Jan 2019

978-93-86215-81-9 / PB
Imprint: Pan
Non-fiction/ Religion / Hinduism
INR 150 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages
except Hindi, Bengali

Make the Right Choice
J. P. Vaswani
Jan 2019

Mar 2019

Imprint: Pan
Non-fiction/ Sports / Cricket
INR 399 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Days in the Life of a Sufi
Raziuddin Aquil
April 2019

978-93-86215-70-3 / PB
Imprint: Pan
Non-fiction / Spirituality / Self-help
INR 250 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Non-fiction / History
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

When It Clicks

Wasted

Amitabh Pandey

Ankur Bisen

Field Notes from India’s
Digital Revolution

28

The Murky World of Match Fixing

The Story of India’s Sanitation Mess
and a Manifesto for Change

Jan 2019

July 2019

978-93-86215-82-6 / PB
Imprint: Pan
Non-fiction / Business
INR 299 / Manuscript Available
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / Environment & Policy
INR 699
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages
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Forthcoming / non-fiction
30

Inspiring Love

Tiger, Tamer, Strongman, Spy

July 2019

Anirban Ghosh

A Biography of Reverend Dada J. P. Vaswani

A Spectacular History of the Circus in India

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / Biographies /
Spiritual Personalities
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Aug 2019

Sultan of Substance

Jinnah

The Life of Alauddin Khalji

Manimugdha Sharma
Aug 2019

Imprint: Picador India
Non-fiction / History / Culture
INR 699
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

From Ambassador of Hindu–Muslim Unity
to Muslim Separatist

Yasser Latif Hamdani

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / History / Biography
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Aug 2019

Black Hole Paradox
Abhas Mitra

Khalistan
Anirudh Bhattacharya

Aug 2019

Sept 2019

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / Sciences, Technology
& Medicine
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / History / Politics
INR 699
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / True Accounts / Biographies
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages except Urdu

31

Forthcoming / non-fiction

India’s Greatest Trials

Ten Murders that Shook the Nation

Karan Singh Tyagi

Oct 2019

Child Bride to Feminist,
Physician, Revolutionary

Sudhir Chandra

Imprint: Pan
Non-fiction / True Crime
INR 350
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Nov 2019

Aafat

Landscapes of Loss

The Story of Hip-Hop in India

Bhanuj Kappal
Oct 2019

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / Biography / Women’s Histories
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages except Hindi

A Journey Through India’s
Endangered Regions

Arati Kumar-Rao

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / Culture / Music
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Nov 2019

J. Krishnamurti

The Deoliwallahs

A Biography

Roshen Dalal

Oct 2019

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / Biography
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

32

The Life and Times of Rukhmabai

Imprint: Picador India
Non-fiction / Environment
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Stories from the 1962
Chinese-Indian Internment

Joy Ma & Dilip D’Souza

Nov 2019

Imprint: Macmillan
Non-fiction / History
INR 599
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages
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35

Backlist
Kalkatta
Kunal Basu

The Palace of Illusions
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni

The Party Worker
Omar Shahid Hamid

The Prisoner
Omar Shahid Hamid

ISBN: 978-93-82616-84-9
Imprint: Picador India
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

ISBN: 978-93-86215-64-2
Imprint: Picador India
INR 450
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

ISBN: 978-93-82616-96-2
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

ISBN: 978-93-82616-14-6
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Chinatown Days
Rita Chowdhury

Chasing the Monsoon
Alexander Frater

India After Gandhi
Ramachandra Guha

The Spinner’s Tale
Omar Shahid Hamid

ISBN: 978-93-82616-97-9
Imprint: Picador India
INR 799
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

ISBN: 978-93-82616-44-3
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

ISBN: 978-93-86215-51-2
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

36

ISBN: 978-0-330-43313-6
Imprint: Picador India
INR 275
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

37

Backlist
Rau
N. S. Imandar
ISBN: 978-93-82616-80-1
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

38

Love in Chakiwara and
Other Misadventures
Muhammad Khalid Akhtar;
tr. Bilal Tanweer
ISBN: 978-93-86215-21-5
Imprint: Picador India
INR 399
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages except Urdu

What Lies Between Us
Nayomi Munaweera

Bulls, Bears and other Beasts

ISBN: 978-93-82616-94-8
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Santosh Nair

A Story of the Indian Stock Market
ISBN: 978-93-82616-21-4
Imprint: Pan
INR 499
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Love in Lutyens’ Delhi
Amitabh Pandey

Nawabs, Nudes and Noodles
India through 50 Years of Advertising

ISBN: 978-93-86215-22-2
Imprint: Pan
INR 199
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

Ambi Parameswaran

The Curse of Mohenjodaro
Maha Khan Phillips

The D Word

ISBN: 978-93-82616-82-5
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

ISBN: 978-93-86215-13-0
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 399
Territories: World
Language Rights: English and
all Indian languages

A Survivor’s Guide to Depression

Shubhrata Prakash

ISBN: 978-93-82616-15-3
Imprint: Pan
INR 299
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages
39

Backlist
In the Light of What
We Know
Zia Haider Rehman
ISBN: 978-93-82616-60-3
Imprint: Picador India
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

40

The Year of the Runaways
Sanjeev Sahota
ISBN: 978-93-82616-79-5
Imprint: Picador India
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Kranti Nation: India and the
Fourth Industrial Revolution
Pranjal Sharma

ISBN: 978-93-86215-61-1
Imprint: Pan
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: All languages

Mrs C Remembers
Himanjali Sankar

Boy of Fire and Earth
Sami Shah

The Way Things Were
Aatish Taseer

ISBN: 978-93-86215-15-4
Imprint: Pan
INR 299
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

ISBN: 978-93-86215-14-7
Imprint: Picador India
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

ISBN: 978-93-82616-67-2
Imprint: Picador India
INR 499
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

Breathless in Bombay
Murzban F. Shroff
ISBN: 978-0-330-46122-1
INR 325
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

The Alchemy of Desire
Tarun J. Tejpal
ISBN: 978-0-330-43555-0
INR 450
Territories: World
Language Rights: English

41

Backlist

V. S. Naipaul

Loyal Stalkers
Chhimi Tenduf-La
ISBN: 978-93-82616-92-4
Imprint: Macmillan
INR 499
Territories: World
Language Rights: All languages

The Last Nizam

India: Essays
V. S. Naipaul

John Zubrzycki

ISBN: 978-93-86215-30-7
Imprint: Picador India
INR 399
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

The Rise and Fall of India’s
Greatest Princely State
ISBN: 978-93-86215-80-2
Imprint: Picador India
INR 450
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

The Indian Trilogy

1. An Area of Darkness
2. India: A Wounded Civilization
3. India: A Million Mutinies Now

V. S. Naipaul
ISBN: 978-93-86216-90-0
Imprint: Picador India
INR 799
Territories: Indian Subcontinent
Language Rights: English

also by V. S. Naipaul
A House for Mr Biswas
978-03-30522-89-2

Among the Believers
An Islamic Journey
978-03-30522-82-3

In a Free State

A Novel with Two Supporting Narratives
978-03-30524-80-3
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Catalogue design by Misha Oberoi

